Beagle's muddy end  by Williams, Nigel
Reading the book as a
circadian biologist, one of its
extra rewards is the personal
dimension and of historical
insights into who said what to
whom, when and what the
repercussions were. The defining
contributions of Colin Pittendrigh,
Jurgen Aschoff and Mike
Menaker feature as a recurrent
theme, whilst past tensions in
different camps of circadian
biology, and the experimental
approaches and results that
underpinned them are discussed
without bias and so provide a
positive lesson on how science
can proceed to everyone’s
ultimate advantage, even in the
face of dispute.
And so to the future — where
should circadian biology boldly
go? To Mars of course, at least in
an advisory capacity, where the
lengthened solar day of the red
planet will push the earth-adapted
clocks and the bodies they reside
in beyond their normal operating
limits. But this is not the real, the
final frontier. Circadian biology
has even bigger prizes to go for:
its integration into clinical
practice. The new findings that
the circadian clock gates the cell
cycle of mammalian tissues, and
that disruption of the circadian
programme in animals and
humans can accelerate tumour
progression are crying out “watch
this space”. Consolidation of the
two great oscillatory timing
systems of cells — the cell
division cycle and the circadian
cycle will be a landmark for
biomedicine. As noted by Foster
and Kreitzman, however, serious
obstacles remain in the way of
circadian medicine, not least in
simple ignorance and apathy
towards circadian factors within
most medical schools and ‘Big
Pharma’. In putting within this
book such an engaging case for
clocks at a level ideally pitched for
graduates and clinical students,
Rhythms of Life is well placed to
address this problem it highlights
so effectively — it will simply take
a little time, but we know all about
that by now.
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British researchers appear finally
to have solved a long-standing
mystery: whatever happened to
HMS Beagle made famous by
one of its passengers, Charles
Darwin.
Darwin said the voyage
between 1831 and 1836 was ‘the
most important event in my life’,
paving the way for his key work,
On the Origin of Species. Under
the command of Captain Robert
FitzRoy, Darwin first developed
his ideas about evolution.
Two years ago, the hunt for
the ship began in earnest when
the Beagle Ship Research Group
was set up by Robert Prescott of
the University of St Andrews and
Colin Pillinger of the Open
University. The group are now
convinced that they have at last
found the remains under more
than 5 metres of mud in the
marshes of the Thames estuary.
The Beagle was a ten-gun
brig, launched in 1820 from the
Woolwich Royal Dockyard. After
several years’ service, it was
refitted as a hydrographic survey
vessel and subsequently placed
under the command of FitzRoy.
For the latter part of its life, the
Beagle lived modestly as a
coastguard watch vessel in
Essex to combat gangs of
smugglers in the Southern
Coastguard District. By 1870, the
activities of the smugglers were
in decline and the number of
watch vessels was cut. The
Beagle was taken back by the
Admiralty and sold for £525, a
surprisingly low figure which
prompted one MP to subject the
First Lord of the Admiralty to
hostile questioning about the
squandering of state assets.
But the identity of the buyers
remained obscure. The sale
particulars referred to Messrs
Murray and Trainer. Prescott and
Pillinger were told that the land
alongside a site where the team
thought that the Beagle might be
buried was owned by a Mr
Rainer, which led them to
speculate that the sales
documents contained a typo.
And indeed, the team found a
reference to a Mr Thomas Rainer
and Mr Murray.
From the remote sensing
survey the team could see the
outline of a dock for the ship,
which is suggestive that there is
something substantial there,
most probably the bottom of the
Beagle. Archaeological surveys
have turned up fragments of
Victorian pottery which may have
come from the Beagle. Taken
together, the evidence points to
its last resting place being a
remote backwater deep in the
Essex marshes.
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Bottomed out: Researchers believe they have found the remains of HMS Beagle
in the Thames estuary, the boat made famous by its most distinguished passen-
ger, Charles Darwin. (Picture: Science Photo Library.)
